
Bernie Sanders
Date Interviewer Question Summary Seconds to answer Seconds without answering
5/22/15 Chris Wallace (Video of Hillary criticizing Wall Street) Don't you believe her? 0

Is the TPP and issue for you visa vi Hillary Clinton? 38
Is the TPP a litmus test for you? 16

6/2/15 Katie Couric Had you seen the bit about you from the Daily Show? 0
Do you feel vindicated? 16
Under the freedom act, doesn't the government have to go to the Fisa Court? 0
Have you talked to Rand Paul about this [privacy] issue? 0
Would you agree that you're pretty much in lockstep [with Rand Paul]? 0
Can you imagine a situtation in which Clinton doesn't win? 0
Do you think that Hillary Clinton is too cozy with Wall Street? 8
Do you think there's a national will for public funding of campaigns? 0
Is it hypocritical of Hillary Clinton to accept superpac money? 26
Iraq stuff... Do you think that should matter? 32
Someone said you were the only guy who didn't get high in the 60's. Is that true? 0
Can you understand how disturbing [your old article about sexual dominance] sounds? 0
Doesn't the president have to compromise? 1
Are you a little bit crazy? 0
Are you going to push her to the left? 0
Would you be interested in being her VP? 3

8/31/15 Andrea Mitchel Are you braced for Hillary's attacks? 0
Could one of your cabinet have their own email? 11
Did she jeopardize national security? 38
Would you hold the sequester for defense spending? 0
Do you need new taxes? 41
Do you have a (political) problem with latinos and african americans? 72
Did shootings change your views on guns? 0

9/6/15 Iowa Press Could you unravle Trade agreements? 0
Do you have to become a Democrat soon? 0
Would you run as a 3rd party? 0
Is the Iran deal good or just good enough? 69
Is it a choice between this or war?
Is the US militarily strong enough to be a world leader? 68
Does grasroots support help us avoid class warfare? 55
Are you too old to be president? 3
Should there be an upper age limit to running for president? 0
Would you take action on guns differently than you have in the past? 0
Will you win the Iowa caucus, and do you have to win the Iowa caucus? 42

9/27/15 John Dickerson Is Scott Walker's exit a rebutal to your claim about big money influence? 48
Would you tell liberals to shift focus toward income inequality? 90
Hillary says she has no interest in attacking you. Do you take her at her word? 2
What about her super pac, does her promise extend to those? 2
Are there going to be more democratic debates? 3

Hillary Clinton
Date Interviewer Question Summary Seconds to answer Seconds without answering
7/7/15 Brianna Keilar Bernie would raise taxes on the rich, would you? 13

Are taxes on the table? 23
Do you understand why people feel you are not honest and trustworthy? 14
Do you bear any responsibility for it? 32
Did you have a role in making people think you are untrustworthy? 47
Would you vote for someone that you don't trust? 43
As the CFF controversy made you think about shutting it down? 106
Can you believe that there might be another Bush/Clinton race? 26
Do crimes in sanctuary cities change your view on them? 54

9/4/15 Andrea Mitchel Are you sorry? (about the emails) 76
Are you sorry? (about the emails) 38
Does it hurt you when people call you lawyerly, not authentic, etc. 89
Are there big differences between you and Joe Biden? 2
Is it wrong for your aid to work for the state dept and an outside company? 63
Should the US raise its quotas and allow more refugees in? 99
Was this a failure of the president's policy? 49
Do women have more rights, have they made progress in China and around the world? 96
Did you get a lot of blow back after the China speech? 47
Do you think back or feel again like you did when you cried in 2007 like it's slipping away? 0

9/20/15 John Dickerson Is 10,000 refugees enough to let in? 8
Jeb Bush said his brother kept us safe. Do you agree? 38
Do you have people who work for you who will tell you something is a bad idea? 1
Are politicians on the hook for every crazy thing one of their supporters says? 1
Are you doing anything to prepare for Joe Biden to enter the race? 0
Will you pledge a positive campaign? 33
Can I mark that down as a yes, you'll pledge not to? 0
Do you support a federal limit on abortion at any stage? 30
You're going to have to deal with anti-establishment feelings right? 0

9/28/15 Chuck Todd Do you see the emails as a problem as far as the public is concerned? 45
Is the theory that you setup private email to protect yourself legit? 2
Is the FBI going to find in the deleted emails anything controversial? 69
Is the email issue not about truth, but about how you've handled it? 47
Do you bear any resposibility for the email controversy? 23

10/7/15 Judy Woodruff Are you saying that, as of today, the TPP is not something you could support? 3
Doesn't it conflict with your pivot to asian when you were Sec of State? 0
Wouldn't more candor have done away with the email controversy? 5
Are you prepared to take on the risk of huge civilian casualties to set up a Syria no-fly zone? 31
Would you be prepared to shoot down Russian planes if they entered the no fly? 0
Did you and the adminsitration misread Putin? 33
Doesn't that add up to misreading? 0
Is guns laying out the main difference between you and Sanders? 12
Is that a contrast with you and Sanders? 4
Do you approve of your super PAC attacking Senator Sanders? 18
Would you call on them to cease? 8
Do you approve of the Biden opposition research being done? 33
Isn't that work an act of intimidation against Biden? 5


